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Characterisation of the advanced glycation endproduct receptor complex in the retinal pigment epithelium
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Aims: Advanced glycation endproducts (AGEs) accumulate with ageing and may have a significant impact on age related dysfunction of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). Many of the cellular effects of AGEs in other cell types are mediated through AGE binding proteins. The aim of this study was to characterise the AGE receptor complex in RPE cells in vitro and to focus on the role of the R3 component (galectin-3) as the primary effector of the complex.

Methods: Primary cultures of bovine RPE cells and the human D407 RPE cell line were exposed to AGE modified albumin. Receptor expression was determined using mRNA analysis by quantitative real time RT-PCR and protein characterisation by western blotting. Immunochemical analysis examined the cellular localisation of the various components of the AGE receptor complex. The role of the galectin-3 receptor component was examined by transfection and overexpression using the D407 cell line and analysis of soluble AGE-R3 by ELISA.

Results: All three components of the AGE receptor complex were expressed by bovine and human RPE cells. AGE exposure upregulated two components of the receptor complex and also induced significant AGE expression of VEGF mRNA (p<0.05). RPE D407 cells stably transfected to overexpress galectin-3 showed less VEGF induction. In non-transfected RPE which were exposed to AGEs, there was less soluble galectin-3 protein released into the medium (p<0.05), a response that was not evident in transfected cells.

Conclusion: A conserved AGE receptor complex is evident in primary cultures of bovine RPE cells and also in a human cell line. These cells show a pathological response to AGE exposure, an effect which appears to be modulated by the galectin-3 component of the receptor complex.

Advanced glycation endproducts have been shown to influence the behaviour of RPE cells in vitro. For example RPE cells have been shown to increase expression of platelet derived growth factor B (PDGF-B), and the potent angiogenic growth factor, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in response to AGEs. Receptors for AGEs are expressed on a wide variety of cell types, including vascular endothelial cells, macrophages, renal podocytes, vascular smooth muscle cells, microglia/astrocytes, and monocytes. However, the occurrence of such receptors in RPE has not been investigated. Therefore it is important to establish if these proteins are expressed by the RPE, because binding to AGE ligands and age related accumulation of AGE modified proteins could have important pathophysiological consequences for RPE function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture

Retinal pigment epithelial cells were isolated from bovine eyes using a previously published method. Bovine RPE cells were maintained in MEM (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin, 1 mM L-glutamine, and 2.5 μg/ml fungizone. The identity of RPE cells was confirmed by presence of melanin in primary cultures, autofluorescence, cytoketatin immunoactivity, and cobblestone-like appearance at confluence. Bovine primary cultures were not suitable for stable transfection; therefore, the human D407 cell line (Dr Richard Hunt, University of South Carolina) was used. D407 cells were maintained in DMEM (Invitrogen Ltd, Renfrewshire, UK) supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin, 1 mM L-glutamine, and 2.5 μg/ml fungizone.

Abbreviations: AGE, advanced glycation endproduct; AMD, age related macular degeneration; CSLM, confocal scanning laser microscope; PBS, phosphate buffered saline; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium
with 2% foetal calf serum, supplemented with glucose (20 mM).

Preparation of advanced glycation endproducts and AGE-R antibodies
Glucose derived AGE modification of bovine serum albumin (AGE albumin) was prepared as previously described. Briefly, BSA (Fraction V: Sigma-Aldrich Ltd, Dorset, UK) was incubated with 0.5 M D-glucose in 0.2 M phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at 37°C for 8 weeks under sterile conditions. Low molecular weight reactants and glucose were removed by dialysis against PBS with 10kDa cut off tubing (Invitrogen). The resulting AGE-BSA was then passed down an endotoxin binding affinity column (Pierce Inc, Rockford, IL, USA). Antisera against recombinant OST-48 (AGE-R1) has been previously described while the monoclonal anti-IL, USA). Antisera against recombinant OST-48 (AGE-R1) was collected from the tissue culture supernatants of the hybridoma M3/38 (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA, USA).

Real-time RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from cells using Trizol reagent (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The quantity and integrity of RNA was determined spectrophotometrically (280 nm and 260 nm) and by visualisation of 18S and 28S rRNA bands after electrophoresis and staining with ethidium bromide.

RNA samples were reverse transcribed into cDNA using the 1st Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche Diagnostics Ltd, East Sussex, UK) as per manufacturer’s instructions. All reactions were conducted in a thermal gene cycler (Bio-Rad Ltd, Richmond, CA, USA). As a negative control, the reverse transcriptase was omitted from one reaction mixture per RT reaction. The cDNA was used as a template for amplification in a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using sequence-specific primers (Invitrogen) for AGE-R1, -R2, galectin-3, VEGF, and 28S ribosomal RNA. The cDNA sequence of the primers and length of predicted products are shown in table 1.

cDNA samples were diluted 1/10 and all reactions performed in triplicate. The cDNA (2 µM) was mixed with 0.5 µM sequence-specific primers, 4mM MgCl₂, and Lightcycler Master mix (BioGene Ltd, Cambridgeshire, UK), to a final volume of 20 µl. The PCR reaction was performed in the Lightcycler (Roche Diagnostics Ltd, Lewes, UK) with an initial denaturation step at 95°C for 30 seconds, followed by 40 PCR cycles of denaturation at 95°C, then a primer dependent annealing temperature for 3–5 seconds followed by elongation at 72°C for 4–9 seconds. The elongation period was determined by product length, with a 1 second incubation for every 25 bp of product. Fluorescence was measured once per cycle after the product extension phase. For negative controls, one reaction was set up with cDNA absent from the reaction mixture and a second negative control consisted of a cDNA sample that had undergone the RT reaction, but had the RT omitted. In each series of PCR reactions, the standards used were dilutions of one of the samples (1:10, 1:20, 1:50, 1:100).

Product melting curves were obtained immediately after the reaction by cooling the sample to 62°C, then increasing the temperature slowly (1°C per second) to 95°C while monitoring the fluorescence continually. To verify the specificity of the melt curve analysis, PCR products were electrophoresed, stained with ethidium bromide (10 µg/ml), and visualised on a TFX-20M UV Transilluminator (Gibco) connected to a digital camera (Kodak Digital Science, Rochester, NY, USA).

Immunocytochemistry
RPE cells were cultured on four chamber microscope slides (Falcon, Becton-Dickinson) and exposed to AGE albumin in culture medium (50, 100, and 200 µg/ml). Cells were washed with PBS and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 10 minutes. The cells were then permeabilised by incubation with PBS containing 0.1% Triton-X followed by incubation with 5% normal goat serum for 20 minutes at room temperature. The slides were then incubated with primary antibody (either anti-AGE-R1 (1:100), -R2 (1:100), galectin-3 (1:50)) for one hour at room temperature, washed and incubated with the appropriate Alexa fluor-488 conjugated secondary antibody (Molecular Probes Inc, Eugene, OR, USA) for one hour at room temperature. Cell nuclei were stained with 5 µg/ml propidium iodide (PI) and RNase A (Sigma) (1.6 µl per ml in distilled water), for 20 minutes at room temperature. Slides were mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) and examined using a Bio-Rad Microhairance confocal scanning laser microscope (CSLM). Slides where the primary or secondary antibody was omitted acted as controls.

For identification of the lysosomal compartment, the LysoSensor Green DND-189 probe (Molecular Probes Inc) was used. This probe is fluorescent within acidic intracellular compartments and is selectively concentrated in acidic organelles as a result of protonation and in the low pH environment of lysosomes. The probe was added to the cells at a concentration of 1 µM for one hour. The cells were then washed in PBS, mounted, and viewed using CSLM.

Stable transfection of RPE
The galectin-3 cDNA clone was obtained as a kind gift from A Raz (Mount Sinai Medical School, New York, USA). The cDNA was then cloned into EcoRI site of the pUNI/V5-His A vector (Invitrogen, CA, USA), it was then subcloned into BglII/BamHI sites of the pEGFP-C1 vector (Clontech, CA, USA). The Eco cloning system (Invitrogen) was then used to generate constructs for the over expression of the galectin-3 GFP fusion protein. The donor vector (containing galectin-3 GFP cDNA) was created by subcloning the cDNA into the pUNI/V5-His B vector. The final pCMVgalectin-3 construct was then generated using recombine enzyme to clone the galectin-3 cDNA into the pcDNA3.1E acceptor vector (with CMV promoter). A vector containing a pre-pro endothelin-1 (PPET-1) promoter was also created. The PPET-1 promoter has been shown to direct endothelial specific gene expression and therefore acted as a negative control for transfected RPE.

Purified high quality plasmid DNA was obtained (Qiagen plasmid purification kit) and used to transfect cells using Effectene reagent (Qiagen, West Sussex, UK) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were seeded at a density of 2.5 x 10⁴ cells per well in a six well plate the day before transfection.
before transfection, and were transfected with 0.4 mg DNA using a DNA to Effectene ratio of 1:25. Cells were transfected with pCMV/GFP-galectin-3 and as a control cells were transfected with vector lacking the galectin-3 insert. Two days after transfection, stably transfected cells were selected by culture in the presence of 800 mg/ml G418 (Clontech), for 2 weeks, after which time control untransfected cells had died and resistant colonies had appeared. G418 resistant cells were then single cell cloned using cloning disks (Sigma). The transfectants were then expanded in media supplemented with 800 mg/ml G418 (Clontech) and the expression of galectin-3 was assessed by western blotting and ELISA.

For western analysis, cell extracts were prepared as previously described and protein concentrations estimated using a BCA protein concentration assay (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). Protein samples (10 µg) were electrophoresed then transferred to Immobilon-P PVDF membrane (Millipore Ltd, Watford, UK). Non-specific binding was blocked with 4% dried milk and the membrane incubated with the appropriate primary antibody for one hour at room temperature. The membrane was then washed with PBS containing 0.1% Tween-20 followed by incubation for one hour with the appropriate horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugated secondary antibody (Dako Ltd, Glostrup, Denmark). Immunoreactivity was detected using enhanced chemiluminesence (Amersham, Little Chalfont, UK) exposed to Hyperfilm film (Amersham).

For ELISA, normal and transfected D407 cells were exposed to AGE albumin at varying concentrations to investigate variation in the secretion of the galectin-3 protein. After 4 days of exposure to AGE albumin, cell culture supernatants were isolated, spun to remove any residual non-adherent cells, and frozen until analysis. The ELISA assay was performed as per manufacturer’s instructions (Caltag, Bender Medsystems, Northants, UK). Results were read immediately on a Tecan SAFIRE spectrophotometer (450 nm primary wavelength). All samples were run in duplicate microwell strips and a standard curve calculated for each run. Results were therefore expressed as means of three assay runs in duplicate. Statistical analysis (one-way ANOVA) was performed using the SPSS statistical software package (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA).

RESULTS

Real time PCR of AGE receptor components showed that all mRNAs were expressed in RPE. Exposure to AGE albumin caused a significant increase in AGE-R1 and galectin-3 mRNA levels while AGE-R2 did not alter expression (fig 1). CSLM revealed a distinct immunolocalisation pattern for the AGE receptor complex in RPE cells. AGE-R1, R2, and galectin-3 showed granular staining patterns (fig 2A–C). This pattern remained unaltered by AGE treatment (100 or 200 µg/ml) (data not shown). The Lysosensor probe demonstrated the particulate staining pattern typical of the low pH cytoplasmic compartments (fig 2D). For all receptor components, this pattern showed a similar lysosomal-like distribution in RPE cells as revealed by the distinctive, punctate vesicular immunofluorescent pattern, often occurring in the perinuclear regions of the cytoplasm (compare fig 2A–C with 2D). Galectin-3 demonstrated some diffuse cytoplasmic and plasma membrane associated immunoreactivity. Immunofluorescence and Lysosensor probe controls showed no significant fluorescence (data not shown).
D407 cells transfected with pCMV GFP exhibited strong expression of GFP in the nucleus and cytoplasm (fig 3A–D). D407 cells were also transfected with 3.1 PPET-1 GFP as a negative control, as the PPET-1 promoter is known to direct endothelial specific gene expression. As expected there was a low expression level of GFP (results not shown). Expression of galectin-3 in all transfected clones was confirmed by western analysis of whole cell lysates. Blots were probed with antigalectin-3 antibody to assess protein expression levels in stably transfected cells (fig 3E). It was found that clones 3 and 4 expressed higher levels of galectin-3 in comparison with control transfected cells (clone 6; fig 3E). Therefore, galectin-3 clone 3 and control clone 6 were used in all subsequent experiments.

AGEs are known to upregulate VEGF mRNA expression in RPE cells. To further investigate the role of the galectin-3 AGE receptor component in mediating this response, VEGF mRNA levels were quantified in “wild type” and RPE cells overexpressing galectin-3 following AGE exposure. Control cells showed a significant increase in VEGF mRNA levels after AGE exposure (p<0.05). In contrast, cells expressing high levels of galectin-3 did not have increased VEGF mRNA after AGE exposure (fig 4).

ELISA analysis of culture medium from RPE revealed that soluble galectin-3 was released by these cells. In wild type, non-transfected cells, there was a marked reduction in galectin-3 release into the medium (p<0.05) when exposed to AGE albumin (fig 5). This response was concentration dependant. By contrast, the transfected RPE released less AGE-R3 into the medium than the control cells, and there was a markedly different response of these cells to AGE exposure. These cells increased galectin-3 release upon treatment with AGE albumin (p<0.01), a response that was maintained throughout the concentration range (fig 5).

FIGURE 3 Transfection of RPE with galectin-3. GFP expression was used to assess transfection efficiency. Panels A–D show RPE cells from different transfection experiments exposed to pCMV-GFP. In both colonies, GFP expression occurs in a high proportion of cells and at high magnification is detected strongly in the nucleus but also in the perinuclear region and cytoplasm of cells 24 hours after transfection. Original magnification ×200 (A, B), ×400 (C, D); (E) Western analysis demonstrates galectin-3 expression in transfecteds, with lanes 3* and 4* (selected clones) expressing higher levels of galectin-3 in comparison with control transfected cells (lane 6).

FIGURE 4 AGEs increase VEGF expression in RPE, an effect reversed by overexpression of galectin-3. VEGF mRNA was quantified by real time RT-PCR after exposure of control or transfected RPE to AGE modified albumin (200 μg/ml). There is a significant increase in VEGF expression after treatment with AGEs (p<0.05), whereas this response is completely lost in the galectin-3 transfectants. Each column represents the mean of n=3 experiments with reactions normalised for 28S mRNA.

DISCUSSION
Advanced glycation endproduct receptors are highly conserved and have been characterised in many different cell types other than RPE. To investigate the role of the galectin-3 component in AGE mediated responses in RPE and may make a contribution to age related pathology. In response to soluble AGE exposure, expression of the AGE-R1 and galectin-3 components were significantly upregulated at a transcriptional level in a concentration dependant manner. This differs slightly from the response observed in non-transfected cells exposed to increasing concentrations of AGE albumin (fig 5). In the transfectants, there is less soluble galectin-3 in comparison to controls (**p<0.05) but upon exposure to AGEs, this protein was increased over non-modified albumin controls—a response maintained throughout the concentration range.

FIGURE 5 Soluble galectin-3 is released by RPE. Levels of soluble galectin-3 were measured by ELISA after 4 days exposure to soluble AGEs and demonstrated that this protein is released by RPE. Non-transfected cells exposed to increasing concentrations of AGE albumin show a significant reduction of galectin-3 release into the medium (**p<0.05). In the transfectants, there is less soluble galectin-3 in comparison to controls (**p<0.05) but upon exposure to AGEs, this protein was increased over non-modified albumin controls—a response maintained throughout the concentration range.
in other cell types such as endothelial cells and blood borne monocytes and this may reflect the very different roles of RPE cells in vivo. The impact that such a regulatory mechanism may have on RPE function is unknown, although it may represent a response by the cells to limit AGE uptake under conditions of chronic exposure from blood borne AGE modified lipids and proteins, either from the choriocapillaris or photoreceptor outer segments. Alternatively, upregulation could be associated with increased cellular activation of pathophysiological pathways, including growth factor up-regulation. AGE-R expression or function may also be subject to gene related modulation, which in turn may influence tissue specific gene functions. Altered expression and activity of the AGE-R1 component has also recently been found in humans with diabetic complications where AGE levels are typically increased, suggesting a genetic basis for altered expression. Several gene polymorphisms have been detected in most AGE-R components, but no significant correlation to diabetic complications or age related pathology has as yet been found. Various studies have shown that AGE receptor binding mediates important cell specific responses, such as enhanced synthesis of extracellular matrix molecules, increased expression of different growth factors and cytokines, AGE accumulation in lysosomes, and inappropriate vesicularity. The existence of AGE receptor proteins in the RPE and their response to AGE ligands indicates that these proteins could have a role in binding and degrading AGE modified molecules. If such a process occurs in vivo, it could serve to remove AGE modified molecules from the ocular circulation in vivo thereby preventing their accumulation extracellularly in Bruch’s membrane. It remains to be determined whether AGE receptor proteins could be abnormal or subject to down-regulation under certain pathological conditions of the RPE or with ageing.

Although it is likely that AGE receptors in the RPE are responsible for the binding, uptake, and degradation of AGE modified molecules, it remains unclear exactly what trafficking mechanisms are present in actively phagocytic RPE cells. It has been shown that epithelial cells of renal glomeruli and retinal microvascular endothelial cells phagocytose and transport AGEs to the lysosomal compartment. Receptor mediated transport of reactive moieties to the lysosomal compartment of RPE may have a significant impact on proteolysis and protease activity, perhaps leading to lipoxygenase accumulation and this is the subject of ongoing investigation.

The importance of galectin-3 as an AGE receptor has been previously demonstrated and the current study indicates that this protein could play a role in AGE mediated RPE dysfunction. Pugliese et al. have demonstrated that galectin-3 may show a contrasting regulatory response to RAGE when renal cells are exposed to AGEs, indicating that galectin-3 could be protective against AGE mediated pathological responses. Galectin-3 has been only relatively recently described as a putative AGE receptor and it is well established that this protein has many roles in cell adhesion, inflammatory responses, cell differentiation, and chemotaxis. It remains possible that overexpression of galectin-3 could possibly exert effects on RPE that are additional to or distinct from AGE binding.

In order to establish the role of galectin-3 in mediating AGE effects on RPE this protein was stably expressed into a well characterised human RPE cell line. A known effect of AGEs on the RPE is upregulation of VEGF mRNA expression and the current study has further confirmed this response. VEGF mRNA levels were also measured in galectin-3 transfected cells following AGE exposure, where it was found that expression levels decreased in contrast to non-transfected controls. Thus it appears that instead of increasing cell activation by AGEs, overexpression of galectin-3 component may serve to protect against the effects of AGEs on the RPE. Galectin-3 is known to be secreted by cells into the extracellular space so the current study sought to determine if AGE exposed cells secrete this protein into the culture medium. As revealed by ELISA, AGEs actually reduce galectin-3 secretion into the medium, although this response is lost in transfected cells. The immunolocalisation studies suggested that galectin-3 occurs on the plasma membrane and within intracellular compartments. It is possible that when galectin-3 is released into the medium it may serve to bind soluble AGE proteins and perhaps limit their interaction with the range of AGE receptors on the cell surface. This phenomenon requires further investigation.
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